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Multiple sclerosis (MS) is an inflammatory disorder of the central nervous system where 
evidence implicates an aberrant adaptive immune response in the accrual of neurologi-
cal disability. The inflammatory phase of the disease responds to immunomodulation to 
varying degrees of efficacy; however, no therapy has been proven to arrest progression 
of disability. Recently, more intensive therapies, including immunoablation with autolo-
gous hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (AHSCT), have been offered as a treatment 
option to retard inflammatory disease, prior to patients becoming irreversibly disabled. 
Empirical clinical observations support the notion that the immune reconstitution (IR) that 
occurs following AHSCT is associated with a sustained therapeutic benefit; however, 
neither the pathogenesis of MS nor the mechanism by which AHSCT results in a thera-
peutic benefit has been clearly delineated. Although the antigenic target of the aberrant 
immune response in MS is not defined, accumulated data suggest that IR following 
AHSCT results in an immunotolerant state through deletion of pathogenic clones by 
a combination of direct ablation and induction of a lymphopenic state driving replica-
tive senescence and clonal attrition. Restoration of immunoregulation is evidenced by 
changes in regulatory T cell populations following AHSCT and normalization of genetic 
signatures of immune homeostasis. Furthermore, some evidence exists that AHSCT 
may induce a rebooting of thymic function and regeneration of a diversified naïve T cell 
repertoire equipped to appropriately modulate the immune system in response to future 
antigenic challenge. In this review, we discuss the immunological mechanisms of IR 
therapies, focusing on AHSCT, as a means of recalibrating the dysfunctional immune 
response observed in MS.

Keywords: multiple sclerosis, autologous hematopoietic stem cell transplantation, T  cell receptor repertoire, 
immune tolerance, lymphopenia-induced proliferation, alemtuzumab, cladribine

iNTRODUCTiON

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is an inflammatory condition of the central nervous system (CNS) that 
affects over 2.3 million people worldwide and is the commonest cause of non-traumatic neuro-
logical disability in young adults, with a median age of onset of 34  years (1). In the majority of 
patients, the disease follows a relapsing and remitting course [relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis 
(RRMS)], with up to 80% of individuals entering a secondary progressive (SPMS) phase of the 
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disease associated with gradual neurological decline. While the 
transition from RRMS to SPMS remains difficult to define, it 
typically occurs between 10 and 20  years from first MS symp-
toms (2). The early phase of the disease is marked by episodic 
inflammation. Once patients have reached the progressive disease 
phenotype, degeneration becomes the predominant feature of 
the disease and fails to respond to immunotherapy. Longitudinal 
studies have demonstrated the median time from disease onset 
to a requirement of a cane to walk 100 m is 27.9 years (3) and 
a recent meta-analysis reported a 2.8-fold increase in mortality 
ratio in MS, predominately in patients with Expanded Disability 
Status Scale (EDSS) scores >6, as a consequence of bulbar or 
respiratory muscle dysfunction (4). Suppression of inflammatory 
activity is the cornerstone of MS treatment and the introduction 
of disease-modifying therapy (DMT) for MS in the mid-1990s 
demonstrated that immune modulation could reduce the rate of 
clinical relapses and accompanying magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) changes of inflammation (5), in turn leading to a reduction 
in the rate of accumulation of disability. It is well established that 
early initiation of immunotherapy following first presentation of 
RRMS is associated with improved long-term outcomes (6). The 
introduction of immunosuppressive strategies in the management 
of MS has resulted in improved treatment efficacy (7), although it 
is becoming increasingly clear that the requirement for long-term 
maintenance dosing is associated with a small but significant risk 
of opportunistic infection, most notably progressive multifocal 
leukoencephalopathy, and possibly malignancy (8–11). Immune 
reconstitution (IR) therapies encompass a heterogeneous group 
of pulsed lympho- or myeloablative treatments designed to 
transiently or permanently induce an immune “reset.” Over the 
last decade, there has been increasing interest in high-efficacy IR 
therapies, including chemotherapeutics, monoclonal antibod-
ies such as alemtuzumab, and autologous hematopoietic stem 
cell transplantation (AHSCT) in autoimmune disease (AID), 
represented by a surge in clinical trials (12–15) and reviews in 
the literature (15–19). This has been underpinned by an under-
standing that appropriate application of IR therapies can induce 
long-term disease remission, potentially avoiding the need for 
further treatment.

Immunoablation followed by AHSCT has been utilized as 
a therapeutic intervention in aggressive AID over the past two 
decades, following proof of principle experiments using animal 
models of disease (20–26) and reports of co-incidental improve-
ment of AID symptoms in patients undergoing transplantation 
for hematological malignancies (27, 28). Therapeutic trials of total 
body irradiation (TBI) or cyclophosphamide and busulfan (29) 
with allogeneic bone marrow transplantation (BMT) in rats with 
experimental allergic encephalomyelitis (EAE), a rodent model 
of CNS inflammation, and syngeneic grafting experiments (pseu-
doautologuous HSCT) showed that transplantation can induce 
disease remission, prevent relapses and enhance recovery from 
paresis (30, 31). Given the preferable safety record of autologous 
transplantation in comparison to allografting, particularly in the 
non-malignant setting, autologous HSCT was deemed acceptable 
for clinical trials in AID by the mid-1990s. The pivotal report of 
feasibility of AHSCT in MS was published in 1997 (32), following 
a cohort of 15 patients with progressive disease who underwent 

transplantation from 1995. Since then, over 25 phase I and II 
clinical trials have been published, expanding our understanding 
of the role of AHSCT in MS (32–42). It is increasingly recognized 
that AHSCT is more efficacious and associates with a lower mor-
tality rate when applied earlier in the inflammatory phase of the 
disease than later in the progressive phase (42), at which time 
there is minimal residual inflammation and significant disability 
increases the risks of the procedure. However, immunoablation 
strategies are not without complication and associate with infer-
tility and a dramatic increase in the short-term rate of cerebral 
atrophy, which is a correlate of acquired neurological disability. 
It is anticipated that a number of randomized controlled trials 
planned for the near future (18, 43) will establish the role of 
AHSCT in the management of treatment-refractory and aggres-
sive MS. Continued investigation into the immunobiological 
changes occurring following application of AHSCT in MS is 
needed to facilitate the development of IR therapies with a lower 
treatment associated mortality and morbidity risk.

MS PATHOGeNeSiS

Multiple lines of evidence have established that a significant 
proportion of the disability acquired in patients with MS arises 
as a result of inflammation mediated by an antigen-specific 
immune response. Genetic studies have consistently confirmed 
that the MHC class II HLA-DRB1 gene, HLA-DRB1*15:01 is the 
most important risk factor for the development of MS (44–48), 
increasing the risk of disease threefold (49). Molecular studies 
have identified shared clonal populations of T  cells between 
the peripheral blood, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and CNS of MS 
patients (50, 51) and oligoclonal immunoglobulins (Igs) are 
identified in the CSF, but not serum, of >95% of MS patients (52). 
T  cell receptor (TCR) analysis of MS lesions post mortem has 
identified clones across anatomically distinct regions (53) with 
“silent” nucleotide exchanges (different nucleotides coding for 
the same amino acid) within the V-CDR3-J region, supporting 
the concept of T cell recruitment to a common antigenic driver 
of disease. Additionally, genome-wide association studies have 
identified more than 150 single-nucleotide polymorphisms 
(SNPs), common genetic variants (54) linked with MS. The 
majority of these encode for cytokines, cytokine receptors, tran-
scription factors, and costimulatory molecules of the adaptive 
immune system, indicating that the immune phenotype is critical 
to disease susceptibility.

The concept of MS as a prototypical AID, where self-reactive 
lymphocytes induce inflammation in response to myelin or 
myelin cross-reactive epitopes (55) is based on EAE disease 
models (56–58) and supported by the presence of myelin-
reactive Th1 and Th17  cells (59–61) and their cytokines in 
the CNS and CSF of MS patients (55). However, while myelin 
antigens are attractive candidates for an autoreactive immune 
response, it is accepted that the antigenic target(s) of the clon-
ally expanded lymphocytes in MS remains unknown at present. 
Inadequacies in the widely accepted theory of MS resulting from 
CNS-specific autoreactive lymphocytes has been exemplified by 
historical studies in to the association between infectious agents 
and MS (62) and recent work investigating the role of human 
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FiGURe 1 | (A) An unknown factor triggers oligodendrocyte apoptosis. Microglia are activated and phagocytose the apoptotic oligodendrocytes. (B) Phagocytic 
cells containing oligodendrocyte myelin breakdown products traffic to the deep cervical lymph nodes via the central nervous system (CNS) lymphatics (glymphatics) 
where they activate an inflammatory immune response directed toward the undefined antigenic target of disease. (C) The inflammatory response in multiple sclerosis 
is defined by a dominance of Th1 and Th17 lymphocytes, pro-inflammatory cytokines, and impaired suppressor activity of Tregs. (D) Activated lymphocytes re-enter 
the CNS where they become re-activated and recruit local and systemic immune populations resulting in demyelination and subsequent axonal loss.
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endogenous retroviruses in triggering a pathogenic immune 
response within the CNS (63, 64). EAE has successfully served 
as a model of CNS inflammation for development of certain 
disease-modifying therapies (58), but while widely cited as “an 
animal model of MS” EAE should not be viewed as such, since 
induction of EAE results in widespread inflammatory change 
that lacks specificity for oligodendrocyte injury and the perivas-
cular and sub-pial distribution of the neuropathological changes 
observed in EAE (65) are quite distinct from the pathology that 
is observed in MS (66).

Both EAE and therapeutic trials of natalizumab, a human-
ized IgG4 monoclonal antibody against a4 integrin that blocks 
T cell trafficking into the CNS, have clearly demonstrated that a 
dysregulated immune response can be highly damaging to the 
brain and spinal cord. Moreover, the brain itself has long been 
recognized as an immune privileged site and an immunologi-
cally tolerogenic environment, raising important questions as 
to how pathological immune responses are generated and sus-
tained in MS. In this regard, critical neuropathological evidence 
(67–70) has demonstrated that the earliest pathological change 
in an MS lesion is oligodendrocyte apoptosis and microglial 
activation in the absence of lymphocytic infiltration, with 

secondary demyelination (71). The recent identification of long 
hypothesized efferent CNS lymphatic pathways (72) and seminal 
allogeneic transplant experiments in the 1940s (73) demonstrate 
that the tolerogenic environment in the brain can be overcome 
by peripheral activation of an immune response. It is therefore 
plausible that CNS injury in MS arises as the result of periph-
eral activation of an aberrant adaptive immune response to an 
undefined antigen associated with oligodendroctye apoptosis 
(Figure 1).

Although we are yet to define the antigenic target in MS or 
understand disease induction and how the immune system 
regulates the inflammatory changes that associate with the early 
relapsing-remitting disease course, it has been established that 
in addition to primary oligodendrocyte loss there is also marked 
axonal injury within the acute lesion (74). Over time, disability 
due to axonal injury accumulates and acute bouts of inflamma-
tion that associate with clinical relapses become less frequent 
(Figure 2). These observations favor the concept that IR therapies 
such as AHSCT should be applied early in the disease course 
when inflammatory changes are most prominent and prior to the 
accrual of irreversible neuroatrophy. In order to best understand 
the mechanisms underpinning IR therapies, it is essential to 
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TABLe 1 | Model of T cell subsets by differentiation and phenotypical markers.

T naïve T stem cell 
memory

T central 
memory

T effector 
memory

T terminal 
effector

CD45RA + + – – +
CD45RO – – + + –
CCR7 + + + – –
CD62L + + + – –
CD28 + + + +/− –
CD27 + + + +/− –
IL-7Rɑ + + + +/− –
CD95 – + + + +
IL2Rβ – + + + +
CD58 – + + + +
CD57 – – – +/− +

FiGURe 2 | Inflammatory activity in multiple sclerosis (MS) may be detected clinically and/or radiologically. (A) The pre-symptomatic phase of the disease is defined 
by radiologically apparent relapses in the absence of clinical symptoms. (B) Following the first symptomatic demyelinating event, clinical and radiological relapses 
continue to occur. (C) Secondary progressive (SP) MS is defined by irreversible accumulation of disability due to chronic axonal loss which associates with ongoing 
brain atrophy and minimal inflammatory change on magnetic resonance imaging.
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consider factors maintaining immune homeostasis in health and 
disease.

THe LYMPHOCYTe “STeADY STATe”

The circulating T lymphocyte pool is generated in early life via 
thymic development of T  cells. Random and imprecise intra-
thymic rearrangements of TCRA and TCRB genes generate rich 
TCR diversity (75) estimated to exceed 1015, with a circulating 
αßTCR repertoire in the range of 2.5 × 107 (76). As thymocytes 
proliferate and mature into T cells, they undergo a series of dis-
tinct steps defined by changes in the expression of the TCR and 
the co-receptors, CD4 and CD8. T cells expressing the CD4 co-
receptor are capable of interacting with MHC class II molecules 
present on antigen presenting cells, while CD8 expressing cells 
may be stimulated by any cell expressing MHC class I molecules. 
In health, approximately 50% of the circulating lymphocyte pool 
are T  cells, with a dominance of CD4+ to CD8+ in a roughly 
2:1 ratio. Naïve CD8 T  cells emerging from the thymus are 
predestined to become cytotoxic cells, while CD4+ cells become 
“helper” lymphocytes whose fate is further determined during 
their first encounter with antigen. Mature naïve CD4+ or CD8+ 
cells survive in interphase for weeks to months in response to 
tonic TCR signals—weak, but significant stochastic interactions 
with self-peptide/MHC in the presence of IL-7 (77). Survival of 
these cells is determined by threshold “tuning,” which modulates 
the intensity of TCR signaling required for cell activation and 
proliferation (78).

Naïve T (TN) cells are defined conventionally by a host of 
receptors which facilitate lymphocyte entry to secondary lymph 
node organs, allowing these cells to interact with cognate antigen 
presented by APCs, resulting in conversion to a memory phe-
notype (78, 79). Activation of T lymphocytes enables splicing of 
pre-mRNA encoding CD45, a receptor-linked protein tyrosine 

phosphatase essential for TCR activation, resulting in expression 
of the prototypical antigen experienced T cell marker CD45RO 
(80). Antigen-specific proliferation is not only reliant on high 
affinity binding between MHC and the TCR, but co-stimulation 
in the context of IL-2, IL-4, IL-7, and IL-15 (79). In addition 
to conversion of phenotype from naïve to memory in response 
to antigen, a proportion of naïve cells undergo steady-state 
proliferation into memory-phenotype cells, in response to self-
peptide, presumably with a lower degree of interaction than that 
required to trigger auto-inflammation (79). Following interac-
tion with antigen, two major subsets of T memory (TM) cells 
develop (Table 1); those maintaining receptors enabling homing 
to lymphoid organs are known as central memory lymphocytes 
(TCM), with the alternate being effector T cells (TE) (79, 81–84). It 
has been further postulated that TCM cells may differentiate into 
effector memory (TEM) or TE cells on re-exposure to antigen (83, 
85). More recently, a long-lived human memory T-cell popula-
tion, termed T stem cell memory (TSCM) cells have been described 
(83). This population display functional attributes of naïve cells, 
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with enhanced self-renewal and multipotent capacity to derive 
TCM, TEM, and TE cells, in addition to memory characteristics 
including increased proliferative capacity and the ability to rap-
idly release cytokines on activation (82, 83). Phenotypically, this 
population express both traditional naïve and memory markers. 
It has been hypothesized that these TSCM cells may be the earli-
est antigen experienced cells, and may serve as a reservoir of 
memory lymphocytes (82, 86). Costimulatory molecules CD27 
and CD28 are present on memory cells; however, expression is 
lost as cells become terminally differentiated (82). In fact, termi-
nally differentiated lymphocytes may even revert to a CD45RA 
phenotype, eventually transitioning to functional senescence 
or apoptosis (87, 88) defined by the expression of CD57 and 
CD58. Phenotypic, functional, and gene expression studies of 
T  cell subsets suggest a non-linear continuum of lymphocyte 
development from T naïve to T stem cell memory, T central and 
effector memory, and finally terminal effector populations (83, 
89), where less differentiated cells give rise to more differenti-
ated progeny in response to antigenic or lymphopenic-induced 
proliferation requirements (79, 81–84).

This model of “progressive differentiation” proposes that 
depending on the strength and quality of stimulatory signals, 
naïve lymphocytes are driven toward progressive stages of dif-
ferentiation (78). More differentiated cells are under mounting 
feedback pressure to further differentiate or undergo apoptosis, 
culminating in the generation of terminally differentiated effector 
T cells which are prone to replicative senescence, reversing clonal 
population kinetics from growth to decline (87). Support for this 
model includes ex vivo analysis of virus-specific T  cells, and 
in vitro differentiation studies (81, 90–92). In humans, progres-
sive differentiation and replicative senescence has been associated 
with the generation of short lived T effector cells, expressing a 
CD8+CD28−CD57+ phenotype (93). These cells demonstrate 
reduced replicative potential, decreased telomere length, and a 
gene expression profile suggestive of a state of senescence (87, 88, 
94), although immunosuppressive functions of this population 
have also been described (95). In vitro models have identified that 
CD4+ lymphocytes appear less prone to basal proliferation than 
CD8+ cells (96, 97), presumably relating to the ability of CD8+ 
lymphocytes to be activated by MHC class I molecules, present on 
all nucleated cells. Additionally, an elevated threshold for entering 
the cycle of progressive differentiation may serve as a mechanism 
to preserve the CD4+ population from senescence (98); however, 
the purpose of such variability remains unclear.

Interaction with cognate antigen and T cell activation results 
in ≈1,000 fold increase in size of the antigen-specific lymphocyte 
pool; however, it is estimated that less than 10% of cells activated 
after antigenic challenge survive in the memory pool (78) due 
to a process known as attrition (99), where a proportion of the 
expanded T cell pool are sacrificed to ensure “space” for newly 
developing T cells.

In addition to a retraction of clonal populations, response to 
antigen is also modulated over time. Studies in HIV, M. tuber
culosis and Epstein–Barr virus (EBV) have informed our under-
standing of T cell anergy that occurs in the context of antigen 
persistence (100). Repeated antigen exposure has been shown to 
generate T cells that respond less intensely, producing lower levels 

of cytokine response than acutely stimulated effectors (101). 
Antigenic clearance is not required to stop clonal expansion of 
TN cells. Instead, a protracted immune response can trigger a 
refractory state by adaptive “tuning” whereby ongoing antigenic 
stimulation may result in an activation-resistant state (78).

The ability to modulate response to antigen over time is a 
defining feature of adaptive immunity. Maintenance of immune 
homeostasis and prevention of auto-reactivity is mediated by 
regulatory T cells (Tregs), the primary drivers of peripheral toler-
ance due to their ability to suppress other cells in the immune 
system. The majority of Tregs are thymically derived (tTregs); 
cells that have been primed following their thymic interactions 
with self-peptide to constitutively express transcription factors 
(most notably FoxP3) that enable their suppressive function 
(102). Tregs may also differentiate from naïve conventional 
T cells under certain conditions, likely relating to TCR stimula-
tion, cytokine environment, and associated epigenetic priming 
in the periphery (102, 103). Peripheral Tregs may be specific for 
both self and pathogen (103). Naïve Tregs are those which are 
yet to encounter cognate antigen in the periphery, while effector 
or activated Tregs have received strong antigenic stimulation 
evidenced by markers of proliferation and enhanced suppressive 
function (104). Activated Treg numbers fluctuate in the context of 
infection and appear to be modulated in order to thwart collateral 
damage to tissues exposed to chronic immune stimulation (105). 
Expanding literature reports a deficiency in the number and/or 
function of Tregs in autoimmune and inflammatory diseases, 
enabling a dysregulated immune response to antigen (106–111). 
This may reflect both a failure in induction of peripherally derived 
Tregs and inadequacies of thymic Treg production.

Thymic involution, an important aspect of immunosenescence, 
causes a decline in the output of conventional and regulatory 
naïve T cells from the thymus (112). It is therefore unsurprising 
that high-throughput TCR sequencing studies have shown that 
the TCRβ repertoire is most diverse in samples of umbilical 
cord blood and progressively decreases with age (113) so that in 
later life, the decline in naïve T  cells and expansion of antigen 
experienced clones leads to a consistent decrease in TCR diversity 
(114). Furthermore, compensatory auto-proliferation in response 
to thymic involution has been postulated in the immunogenesis 
of inflammatory disorders (115–117). Molecular studies have 
confirmed that end-differentiated effector CD8 T  cells, likely 
responsive to latent viruses such as cytomegalovirus (CMV), are 
expanded with advancing age, contributing to the decrease of TCR 
richness in memory, as opposed to naïve T cell pools (85, 118).

The natural history of MS is manifest by dissipation of CNS 
inflammation over time. Akin to the anergy that develops in 
response to chronic infection, it is possible that the later phase 
of MS, where inflammation is absent, relates to a “tuning” of the 
immune response. AHSCT, through the ablation of lymphocytes, 
induces IR bound by the principles of lymphocyte homeostasis 
outlined above. In addition to ablation of pathogenic clonal cells 
and the induction of thymopoiesis, it is proposed the AHSCT 
induces a recalibration of the immune system modifying the 
context in which antigen is first encountered and accelerating 
the induction of immunotolerance in the absence of relapse-
associated disability.
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AHSCT iN MS

In the context of MS, AHSCT encompasses a heterogeneous 
procedure involving five key stages: (i) mobilization of CD34+ 
hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs), (ii) HSC collection and pres-
ervation, (iii) immunoablative conditioning, (iv) HSC infusion, 
and (v) post-transplant care. Variations in AHSCT protocols exist 
between transplant units and no consensus exists regarding the 
optimal treatment regimen for MS (119). Mobilization of HSCs 
is undertaken by administering a marrow stimulating agent 
such as granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF) and/or 
cyclophosphamide (Cyc) to induce proliferation and release of 
bone marrow HSCs, which are harvested from peripheral blood 
by leukoapheresis. Cyc is used not only to ablate pathogenic 
clones and increase HSC yield, but provides a degree of immu-
nosuppression by lymphocyte depletion. In MS, Cyc is believed 
to counter the risk of exacerbating CNS inflammation that has 
been associated with G-CSF use (15). While a direct correlation 
exists between CD34+ cell dose and time to engraftment (120), 
ex vivo CD34+ selection of the leukoapheresis product is not only 
costly but has not been shown to improve outcomes in a recent 
retrospective analysis of autoimmune patients in the European 
Bone Marrow Transplantation (EBMT) database (119). One ran-
domized trial of CD34+ selection in rheumatoid arthritis (121) 
and a recent retrospective study assessing CD34+ selection in 
systemic sclerosis (122) did not show added benefit to overall or 
progression-free survival. A 2013 publication showed a reduced 
relapse incidence in systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) patients 
undergoing AHSCT with CD34+ selection (11 vs. 68%); how-
ever, a greater proportion of the non-graft selected patients had 
received a low-intensity conditioning regimen (123). Similarly, 
despite the complete arrest of MS disease activity post-AHSCT 
in the 2016 Atkins et  al. trial (33), the use of a high-intensity 
myeloablative regimen makes it difficult to draw conclusions 
about the additional benefit of CD34+ selection. Therefore, 
although CD34+ selection is standard of care in some sites per-
forming AHSCT for MS, compelling evidence to justify its use 
is lacking. Many centers opt instead for in vivo post-transplant 
T cell purging through the use of agents such as anti-thymocyte 
globulin (ATG) (119).

High-dose chemotherapy is used to ablate pathogenic lym-
phocytes, inducing pancytopenia and bone marrow aplasia prior 
to infusion of cryopreserved HSCs to variable intensity. Early 
clinical trials were designed on the back of animal studies (29, 
30, 119, 124), suggesting a need for high-intensity immunoabla-
tion and employed myeloablative regimens using TBI and/or 
chemotherapeutics able to penetrate the blood–brain barrier. 
Higher intensity chemotherapy correlates with increasing 
adverse events, and a decreased tolerance for complications in 
the non-malignant setting has influenced treatment protocols in 
AIDs. Globally, the most widely used regimen continues to be 
BEAM—carmustine (BCNU), etoposide, cytarabine (AraC), and 
melphalan (15).

Treatment-related mortality (TRM) rates and MS disease 
progression following transplantation have limited the applica-
tion of AHSCT in MS; however, historical results have been 
skewed by poor patient selection. An increase in the use of 

intermediate- and low-intensity regimens and better patient 
selection has resulted in a drop in the TRM reported by the 
EBMT. From 1995 to 2000, EBMT quoted a TRM rate of 7.3%, 
which fell to 1.3% in years 2001 to 2007 (125). However, in a 
2017 meta-analysis of clinical trials for AHSCT in MS, TRM 
was 0.3% in the 349 patients who were transplanted after 
2005 and no TRM was observed in those who underwent 
low-intensity conditioning (42). While determination of the 
optimal conditioning regimen in AHSCT for MS is of high 
research priority, a retrospective observational study from the 
EBMT autoimmune database (126) found that a transplant 
centers experience, and not intensity of conditioning had the 
strongest correlate with TRM.

The patient and treatment characteristics, results, and adverse 
events of pivotal trials of AHSCT in MS over the last 5  years 
have been summarized in Table 2 (33–37, 39–41, 127, 128) and 
recently reviewed elsewhere (18, 39, 120). A degree of disease 
stabilization has been seen in all trials of AHSCT in MS, and a 
multitude of recent publications support sustained disease sup-
pression in a subset of patients with highly active inflammatory 
disease. A more profound treatment effect is observed with 
higher intensity conditioning (39), although it should be noted 
that methodological variability limits comparability between 
trials. It is notable that all studies show a durable response in the 
majority of RRMS patients and consistent relapse-free survival 
rates within this cohort, exceeding results seen in Phase 3 tri-
als of alternate IR therapies (12, 13); however in the absence of 
randomized controlled trials, one must be cautious in drawing 
comparisons across treatments.

iMMUNe MeCHANiSMS OF AHSCT iN MS

In general terms, IR therapies such as AHSCT are believed to 
exert their effects through (i) deletion of lymphocyte popula-
tions (129–133), (ii) induction of a lymphopenic state (129, 
131, 134, 135), and (iii) subsequent development of a tolerant 
immune system which lacks the clonal expansion of functionally 
pathogenic T and B cells (131, 136) following recalibration of 
the TCR repertoire (Figure  3). This theoretical framework is 
supported by the observation that early clinical remission fol-
lowing AHSCT can be maintained for decades (33, 137). While 
the antigenic target of pathogenic lymphocytes is unique to each 
inflammatory disease, the sustained effects of AHSCT appear 
to relate less to MS-specific immune mechanisms, but more 
broadly to the principles of immune recalibration generated via 
the induction of lymphopenia and thymic reset. An exception 
to this is the ability of certain chemotherapeutics to cross the 
blood–brain barrier, enabling the elimination of MS-specific 
clones; however, this alone does not account for the durabil-
ity of response observed in certain treatment trials. A recent 
meta-analysis and multi-center observational studies in MS 
have confirmed AHSCT to be a highly effective therapy, with 
event-free survival rates exceeding those seen best available 
pharmacotherapies (138). In order to optimize MS treatment 
in the future, it is vital to enhance our understanding of how IR 
therapies such as AHSCT adapt a patient’s immune response to 
the antigenic target of disease.
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TABLe 2 | Clinical and radiological outcomes in autologous hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (AHSCT) for MS.

Reference Chen et al. (36) Burman et al. (34) Mancardi et al. (127) Nash et al. (40) Curro et al. (37)

Year 2012 2014 2015 2015—
3 years/2017—5 years

2015

N# patients/
gender

25/19 female 52/26 female (48 definite MS) 21 (9 AHSCT, 12 
mitoxantrone)/14 female 

24/17 female 7/3 female

Mean/median age 
(range)

37 (15–64) 31 (9–52) 36 (19–46) 37 (27–53) 28 (23–38)

Median baseline 
Expanded 
Disability Status 
Scale (EDSS) 
(range)

8.0 (3.0–9.5) 6.0 (1–8.5) 6.0 (5.5–6.5) 4.5 (3.0–5.5) 6 (5.0–7.0)

MS type 3 RR, 2 PR, 1 PP, 19 
secondary progressive (SP)

40 RR, 1 PR, 2 PP, 5 SP 2 RR, 7 SP (AHSCT) 24 RR 7 RR

Median disease 
duration (months)

48 (7–147) 75 (4–300) 123 (24–276) 59 (7–144) 78 (48–144)

Mean/median 
follow-up 
(months)

59.6 47.4 48 46.5/62 range 36–60

Magnetic 
resonance 
imaging (MRI) 
activity at baseline

14 patients 66% MRI activity at baseline ND 42% 100%

Conditioning 
regimen

Intermediate-intensity 
myeloablation 
(BEAM) + anti-thymocyte 
globulin (ATG) 

Intermediate-intensity 
myeloablation (BEAM) + ATG, 
n = 41

Intermediate-intensity 
myeloablation 
(BEAM) + ATG 

Intermediate-intensity 
myeloablation 
(BEAM) + ATG 

Low-intensity 
lymphoablation Cyc + ATG

Low-intensity lymphoablation 
Cyc + ATG, n = 7

Outcome 
including relapse 
(event)-free 
survival (RFS)

PFS 74, 65, and 48% at 3, 
6, and 9 years

4/48 relapses, ARR 0.03, all 
confirmed with new Gd+ MRI 
lesion

79% reduction in lesions 
compared to MTX arm

Event-free survival was 
78.4% at 3 years based 
either on clinical or MRI 
findings 

Single relapse in 1 patient 
at 3 years

40% EDSS improvement, 
28% EDSS stabilization

Median change in EDSS 
−0.75 (−7 to 1.5), −1.5 in 
relapsing-remitting multiple 
sclerosis (RRMS)

100% absence of Gd+ 
lesions during 4-year 
follow- up compared to 
56% in MTX arm

Event-free survival was 
69.2% at 5 years based 
either on clinical or MRI 
findings

6/7 had increase of EDSS 
at 3 years

Follow-up MRI in 12 
patients. 58% with Gd+ 
at baseline had no MRI 
activity on follow-up

5/48 new MRI activity Reduced ARR as 
compared to MTX arm

RFS was 86.3% and PFS 
was 90.0% at 3 years

Mean Gd+/month decreased 
from 4.1 ± 4.1 pre-AHSCT 
to 0.3 ± 0.8 at 1 month and 
0.2 ± 0.4 at 3 years

No difference in EDSS or 
progression of disease

RFS was 86.9% and PFS 
was 91.3% at 5 years

6/7 developed Gd+ lesions 
after 5–6 months

Mortality 
<100 days

0 0 0 0 0

Mortality 
>100 days

1 pneumonia 4.5 months, 
1 VZV hepatitis 15 months

0 0 1 MS progression 
<2.5 years,  
1 asthma <3.5 years,  
1 cardiac arrest 4.5 years

0

Adverse events/
others

13 patients with 
bacteremia

0 malignancy, 1 Crohn’s 
Disease, 4 thyroid disease

3 severe AEs;  
1 late engraftment,  
1 systemic candidiasis/
cytomegalovirus (CMV) 
reactivation, 1 ATG 
reaction

2/7 septicemia, 2/7 herpetic 
infections

(Continued)
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Reference Chen et al. (36) Burman et al. (34) Mancardi et al. (127) Nash et al. (40) Curro et al. (37)

Burt et al. (35) Shevchenko et al. (41) Atkins et al. (33) Cull et al. (128) Muraro et al. (15, 39)

2015 2015 2016 2017 2017

151 (145 at end)/85 female 99/60 female 24 (21 at end)/14 female 13/11 female 281/164 female

36 (18–60) 35 (18–55) 34 (24–45) 45 (22–60) 37 (15–65)

4.0 (3.0–5.5) 3.5 (1.5–8.0) 5.0 (3.0–6.0) 7.0 (6.0–8.0) 6.0 (1.5–9.5)

123 RR, 28 SP 43 RR, 3 PR, 18 PP, 35 SP 12 RR, 12 SP 3 PP, 10 SP 46 RR, 17 PR, 32 PP, 186 
SP

61 (9–264) 60 (6–288) 70 (16–134) 12.5 (36–360) 81 (<1–413)

30 48.9 80.4 min. 36 79.2

58% 40% MRI activity at baseline 87.5% 1 year pre-AHSCT 30.7% 1 year pre-AHSCT N/A

Low-intensity 
lymphoablation Cyc + ATG 
or alemtuzumab

Lesser than intermediate- 
intensity myeloablation 
(mini-BEAM like or 
carmustine + melphalan)

High-intensity 
myeloablation 
(busulfan + Cyc + ATG) 

Low-intensity 
lymphoablation 
Cyc + ATG

Low intensity: Cyc ± ATG/
alemtuzumab/Fludarabine

Intermediate intensity: 
BEAM + ATG, BEAM, 
Cyc, TLI + melphalan, 
carmustine + Cyc + ATG
High Intensity: Cyc + total 
body irradiation + ATG, 
busulfan + Cyc + ATG, 
busulfan + ATG

RFS was 80% at 4 years 80% had event-free survival 
at median follow-up of 
49 months

Event-free survival was 
69.6% at 3 years

PFS was 69.6% at 3 years PFS RR was 82% at 
3 years, 73% at 5 years. 
PFS SP was 33% at 5 years

PFS was 87% at 4 years 47% improved EDSS score by 
at least 0.5 points and 45% 
were stable after long-term 
follow-up

70% had no EDSS 
progression with a 
median follow-up of 
6.7 years

0% EDSS improvement. 
69% had no EDSS 
progression

OS 93% at 5 years and 84% 
at 10 years

Mean Gd+ lesions 3.22 at 
3–6 months pre-AHSCT to 
0.08 at 5 years

MRI f/up in 55 patients. 15 
patients had MRI activity at 
baseline, 3/15 developed Gd+ 
lesions on f/up

100% had absence 
of MRI activity after 
transplant

85% had absence of MRI 
activity after transplant

Decrease in T2 lesions 
volume from median of 
8.57–5.74 cm3

Improved QoL in all RRMS 
at 1 year

35% had sustained 
improvement in EDSS

0 0 1 Klebsiella sepsis, 
60 days

0 8 (2.8%)

1 cardiovascular disease at 
30 months

0 0 0 29

1 bacteraemia, 4 zoster 
reactivation. 14% ITP with 
alemtuzumab, 3% ITP 
with ATG

Two patients censored 
within 2 years after 
CCSVI treatment

Febrile neutropenia 96%. 
1 JCV cystitis, 1 CMV 
reactivation. 1 case ITP 
12/12 post-AHSCT

New onset malignancy 9, 
autoimmune disease (AID) 
14

TABLe 2 | Continued
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induction of the Lymphopenic State: effect 
on Clonal Populations and Cell Phenotype
Ablative chemotherapy induces an extreme reduction in the 
mature lymphocyte pool and triggers potent proliferative signals 
for cells that have either survived the conditioning regimen 
or have been reinfused with the leukoapheresis product and 
survived subsequent in  vivo T  cell depletion (typically ATG). 
Studies of AHSCT in MS have confirmed a pattern of lympho-
cyte reconstitution akin to that seen in alloHSCT and AHSCT 
for hematological indications (128, 129, 131–133, 135), when 
similar conditioning regimens are used. However, the use of 

T  cell-depleting agents post stem cell infusion is rare in the 
hematology setting (139–142). B cells, NK cells, and monocytes 
repopulate within the first weeks to 6 months (128, 131–133, 135) 
while CD3+ lymphocyte counts remain low in the initial post-
transplant period, normalizing by 6–12 months (129, 133). Early 
proliferation of CD8+ TM and TE lymphocytes (131, 135) results 
in an inversion of the CD4+/CD8+ ratio out to 24 months (128, 
129, 131, 132, 134, 135). This expansion of CD8 memory cells 
is termed “lymphopenia induced proliferation” (LIP), a process 
of activation and proliferation of leukocytes in a lymphopenic 
environment which serves as a response to rapidly restore T cell 
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FiGURe 3 | Model of the immune reconstitution occurring following autologous hematopoietic stem cell transplantation. (A) The pre-transplant environment is 
defined by clonally expanded populations of lymphocytes driving central nervous system inflammation with dysfunctional immunosuppressive lymphocytes. (B) Early 
reconstitution is driven by lymphopenia-induced proliferation of predominately CD8+ memory populations. Pie chart depicts T cell receptor (TCR) repertoire which is 
dominated by lymphopenia-induced proliferation induced expansions of clonal populations. (C) Late reconstitution involves a recovery of thymic output of naïve 
T cells. Pie chart depicts an increase in TCR diversity. Replicative senescence results in exhaustion of the previous expanded populations.
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numbers. As in health, LIP promotes the expansion of CD8 
more than CD4 lymphocytes (141). In theoretical terms, an 
“awareness” of available “space” (143) through alterations in the 
cytokine environment and availability of growth factors, induces 
lymphocytes to fill these voids. The mechanisms that result in 
LIP differ significantly from basal proliferation observed in the 
immune replete individual, whereby LIP is driven by a decreased 
threshold for TCR interactions with self-peptide MHC complexes 
and increased responsiveness to cytokines IL7, 15, and possibly 
21 (144–146). This phenomenon has been observed in murine 
models in which rapid expansion of transferred lymphocytes 
occurs when injected to T cell deficient recipients, which is not 
seen on transfer to lymphoreplete mice (147).

Lymphopenia-induced proliferation results in lymphocyte 
phenotype switching, similar to those seen in the “progressive dif-
ferentiation” model, with a rise in terminal effector populations. 
An early increase in the circulating CD8+CD28−CD57+ cells has 
been seen across studies of AHSCT in MS (129, 133, 135), and it 
has been suggested that this population is a significant contribu-
tor to the rise seen in the aforementioned CD8+ TM population 
in the initial months post-AHSCT (133). These cells originate 
as an effector/cytotoxic population but may acquire an anergic, 
exhaustion-like, or regulatory phenotype (148–150), evidenced 
by weakened responses on TCR activation with lower cytokine 
release. Recent work in the field of systemic sclerosis demon-
strated effector T cells undergo the greatest degree of expansion 
at 6 months post-AHSCT when compared with central or effec-
tor memory populations (151), and it is possible that the pace 

at which lymphocytes progress through cycles of differentiation 
and phenotype switching may be relevant to clinical outcomes. 
A study in type 1 diabetes mellitus demonstrated an early rise 
in T effector cells in the “short-response” population, opposed 
to the delayed rise in T central memory populations noted in 
the “prolonged-response” cohort (152). Recent work in MS has 
demonstrated that the inflammatory response of CD8+CD57+ 
cells correlates with relapse frequency, thereby confirming the 
relevance of this population to disease activity (153).

Molecular studies that have demonstrated a persistence of 
clonal populations following AHSCT despite patients remaining 
relapse free suggest that this early clonal expansion is dominated 
by lymphocytes reacting to common pathogens such as CMV 
or EBV (154, 155) and expansion of these terminal effector 
populations has been shown to predict viremia in the allogeneic 
transplant setting (156). However, the effect of these expansions 
on TCR diversity in the longer term remains unclear. Between 80 
and 100% of MS patients are seropositive for EBV antibodies (157) 
and accumulating evidence demonstrates altered T-cell reactivity 
to EBV antigens (particularly EBNA) in MS (158). It has therefore 
been postulated that clonal expansions of EBV-specific T  cells 
may shape the post-AHSCT TCR repertoire and limit the “space” 
available for diversification of the naïve T cell pool (133, 159–161). 
Notably, Muraro et  al. identified an increase in the clonal fre-
quency of EBV reactive T cells at 2 months in a subset of patients 
post-AHSCT and aforementioned investigations of CD8+CD57+ 
cells in MS demonstrates that a proportion of these cells are EBV 
specific (133). T  cell competition ensures regulation of the size 
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and diversity of the circulating T cell pool, confirmed by murine 
experiments of monoclonal TCR-transgenic cells demonstrating 
dramatically longer survival rates when seeded at low vs. high 
frequencies (162). While clonal competition between infused 
and residual cells post-AHSCT is likely to favor the broadening 
of the T  cell repertoire, early sizeable expansions of clonotypes 
in response to common viruses may limit the available space 
for diversification of the lymphocyte pool post-transplant (160). 
However, clonal expansion can also lead to replicative senescence 
which is one potential explanation for attrition of pathogenic 
clones. The proportion of the mature T cell repertoire that needs to 
be eliminated for clinical efficacy in MS is unknown and hindered 
by the absence of a defined antigen. Although observational data 
supports the concept that a higher intensity conditioning regimen 
results in improved patient outcomes (42), it is not known whether 
this relates to deletion of pathogenic clonal populations or the 
degree and duration of lymphopenia. A high-throughput sequenc-
ing study in MS patients undergoing HSCT (161) has confirmed 
that the CD8+ lymphocyte pool is dominated by an expansion of 
pre-existing clones, while the CD4+ pool is primarily comprised 
of lymphocytes not present pre-transplant and increased TCR 
diversification trended toward patient response.

Thymic Rebound and Diversification of the 
T Cell Pool
In contrast to the LIP of memory populations, a delayed repopu-
lation of CD4+ TN cells (128, 129, 131, 133–135), presumably 
thymic derived, occurs after 12–24 months and correlates with 
a rise in TCR excision circles (TREC) and CD31+ expression; a 
cell surface marker associated with recent thymic egress of CD4+ 
cells (128, 131, 133, 135). Reconstitution of naïve, thymic-derived 
T cells is postulated as the mechanism for increasing TCR reper-
toire diversity. This is supported by publications demonstrating 
a “Gaussian” repertoire following HSCT, typically 2–3  years 
post-transplant (133, 134, 140, 142, 163) and is consistent with 
the timing of thymic reactivation post-AHSCT. TREC levels are 
higher in AHSCT with CD34+ graft selection suggesting a cor-
relation between CD34+ load and thymocyte development (164); 
however, a correlation with degree and duration of lymphopenia 
in graft selected cases cannot be excluded. Although maturation 
of T cells within the thymus declines with age (164–166), reac-
tivation of the thymus plays a fundamental role in lymphocyte 
reconstitution after chemotherapy (133, 140, 163). Residual 
thymic tissue appears able to support thymopoiesis and gener-
ate TREC-bearing lymphocytes following AHSCT. Given the 
significance of thymic output in the durable diversification of 
the T cell repertoire following AHSCT, it is perhaps unsurprising 
that younger age, independent of disease duration, correlates with 
improved clinical outcomes in MS post-AHSCT (42).

The Development of a Tolerant 
environment
In ways still not fully understood, IR following AHSCT appears 
to favor the induction of tolerance. Both quantitative and qualita-
tive abnormalities in Tregs have been observed in patients with 
inflammatory diseases including MS (167, 168) proposedly due 

to inadequate thymic production of naïve Tregs and impaired 
differentiation of memory Tregs (110, 111). Despite discrepan-
cies in phenotypic definition, an early rise in Tregs post-AHSCT 
(129, 131, 132, 135) has been consistent across studies in MS. 
Early surges in Treg populations relative to the T  cell pool are 
likely driven by LIP. Lymphopenia inducing therapies such as 
ATG and alemtuzumab have been independently associated with 
rapid expansions of CD4+CD25+ Tregs (169, 170), although the 
durability of these responses is unclear. Preliminary studies from 
our laboratory demonstrate an early spike in Tregs following 
AHSCT, which is not observed in lymphoma patients undergoing 
autografts with similar conditioning chemotherapy albeit without 
post-transplant ATG (171).

The sustained immune responses associated with AHSCT 
imply that a qualitative shift in the lymphocyte pool may relate 
to the context in which IR occurs. The significance of thymic 
reconstitution contributing to the restoration of Tregs has been 
highlighted by studies of recent thymic emigrants. Helios + Tregs, 
signaling thymic origin, have been shown to display greater 
proportions of RTE markers such as CD45RA and CD31+ in SLE 
patients following AHSCT, compared to those with active disease 
(172). Furthermore, a Dutch study looking at AHSCT in juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis demonstrated an oligoclonal Treg repertoire 
prior to AHSCT, which diversified post-transplant in all patients 
bar one, whose disease relapsed, implying a correlation between 
a diverse, presumably thymic-derived Treg repertoire and disease 
response (136). Tregs fell post-transplant in a cohort of SPMS 
patients (128) treated with a conditioning cyclophosphamide/
ATG regimen but without post-transplant T cell depletion; how-
ever, it is unclear whether this difference relates to chemothera-
peutics, patients age, disease stage, or a combination of the three.

Treg suppressive capability was shown to be decreased at 
baseline in systemic sclerosis patients undergoing AHSCT 
compared with controls, and normalized post-transplant (173). 
Furthermore, Burman et  al. showed that Tregs remain capable 
of recognizing myelin oligodentrocyte glycoprotein post-AHSCT 
and are more capable of suppressing the associated Th17 response 
compared with MS patients on natalizumab (130). While further 
functional Treg experiments are, to our knowledge, yet to be 
performed in MS patients undergoing AHSCT, this is a point of 
interest for our laboratory.

Akin to the progressive differentiation of T cells, B cell develop-
ment is defined by maturation of B lymphocytes with a transition 
of surface marker proteins defining phenotype and splicing of Ig 
heavy-chain transcripts to induce class-switching of surface Ig. 
B cells are believed to contribute to MS pathogenesis by means 
of antigen presentation, auto-antibody production, and cytokine 
regulation (174). Not only may oligoclonal B  cell populations 
traffic between the CNS and peripheral circulation, but the for-
mation of ectopic lymphoid aggregates within the meninges are 
purported to act as a germinal center, enabling a compartmental-
ized CNS site for activation and differentiation of T and B cells. 
Mounting evidence suggests antigen-dependent B  cell subsets 
may have both pro-inflammatory and regulatory characteristics, 
with B regulatory cells (Bregs) emerging in different disease set-
tings to exert a suppressive function (175). It is plausible that in 
addition to Treg dysfunction, inadequacies of Bregs may play a 
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part in inflammatory disorders. Furthermore, a recent study of 
patients undergoing autografts for systemic sclerosis suggested 
that bone marrow “rebound” following AHSCT may induce 
proliferation of tolerant B cells (151). The reconstitution of these 
populations following IR therapy is yet to be studied in MS.

An Altered inflammatory Response
Phenotypic studies have confirmed reduced function of pro-
inflammatory Th17 (IL-17A+IFN gamma−) (131) and Th1.17 
(IL-17A+IFN gamma+) cells post-transplant (131, 132), sup-
porting a functional correlate to the changes in regulatory T-cell 
networks (159). Furthermore, Darlington et  al. demonstrated 
a reduction in IL-17A post-AHSCT (131), while staining for 
IFN gamma, TGF beta, IL-23 and CD8+ cytotoxic cytokine 
responses remained unchanged. By contrast, Sun et al. failed to 
find sustained difference in the cytokine profile post-AHSCT, 
despite persistent clinical responses (134). Despite an acknowl-
edgment of the unidentified antigenic target(s) of MS, markers 
of autoreactivity have been frequently used a benchmark of the 
inflammatory state of disease. Studies analyzing changes in the 
populations of T cells targeting self-proteins such as myelin have 
persistently demonstrated spontaneous re-emergence of these 
populations following AHSCT (131, 134). While frequencies of 
autoreactive T cells do not appear effected by AHSCT, a reduced 
inflammatory Th17 response on MBP stimulation assays (131) 
supports the development of an altered antigenic response 
following AHSCT. A quantitative increase in circulating Tregs 
has associated with enhanced expression of immunoregulatory 
molecules such as CTLA-4 and glucocorticoid induced tumor 
necrosis factor-related protein, potentially modulating interac-
tions between lymphocytes recruiting inflammatory cells to the 
CNS (176). Presumed pro-inflammatory mucosal-associated 
invariant T cells have been shown to be depleted post-AHSCT, to 
a greater degree than alternate IR therapies (135). Additionally, 
programmed cell death-1 protein (PD1), a cell surface marker 
known to downregulate inflammatory responses and induce 
tolerance following interaction with its ligand has been found to 
be more strongly expressed in lymphocytes following AHSCT, 
with degree of expression correlating with duration of disease 
remission (129, 132).

Normalization of immune Gene expression
The importance of the environment in modulating gene expres-
sion is now well established, and it is likely that epigenetic changes 
induced by the lymphopenic state post-AHSCT may underlie 
many of the immunological modifications which occur following 
transplantation. Downregulation of microRNAs (miR-155, miR-
142-3p, and miR-16) previously demonstrated to be upregulated 
in MS (176) and a concurrent increase in the expression of their 
normally silenced target genes (FOXP3, FOXO1, and IRF2BP2) 
has been demonstrated out to 2 years following AHSCT, all of 
which associate with maintenance of a tolerant cytokine environ-
ment. The downregulation of miR-16 (which targets PDCD1, the 
gene encoding PD-1) following AHSCT has been postulated to 
account for increased secretion of IL-10 following AHSCT (159). 
Gene expression profiles by microarray DNA-chip technology have 
been used to study CD4+ and CD8+ cells pre- and post-AHSCT 

(177), showing a normalization of differentially expressed genes 
(DEGs) toward that of healthy controls. Interestingly, CD8+ DEGs 
mirrored that of healthy controls at 2 years post-AHSCT, while 
CD4+ gene expression remained distinct from pre-transplant 
expression and that of controls. Work in the field of malignancy 
has suggested that the HSCT induced transcriptional changes 
correlate with the degree of myeloablation and forced bone mar-
row expansion (178), implying that the intensity of conditioning 
influences the pathogenicity of lymphocytes. While it is acknowl-
edged that more profound therapeutic effects can be achieved 
with higher intensity conditioning (119), what remains unclear 
is whether this is simply a reflection of lymphopenia induced by 
the transplant and the subsequent effects of LIP with presumed 
replicative senescence of pathogenic clones and creation of space 
for TCR diversification, or whether there are chemotoxic effects 
that influence the biology of resident lymphoid progenitors in the 
bone marrow and thymus, resulting in enhanced proliferation 
following engraftment.

Defects of central and peripheral tolerance implicated in 
MS pathogenesis (179, 180) may also normalize post-AHSCT. 
Intrinsic pro-apoptotic genes, abnormal in MS patients at 
baseline when compared with healthy controls, normalized 
post-AHSCT. Interestingly these genetic modifications appeared 
more pronounced in patients treated with a more aggressive 
conditioning regimen. Genes regulating extrinsic apoptotic 
processes (FAS, FASL, and c-FLIPL) also corrected post-AHSCT 
(181), supporting a re-establishment of activation induced cell 
death and clonal tolerance.

Unique Properties of AHSCT—
Leukoapheresis Product
The potential for pathogenic clones within the graft product to 
be reinfused with CD34+ HSCs is a subject of ongoing debate. 
Theoretically, if the conditioning regimen is sufficiently intense 
to abrogate all lymphocytes from the body, the graft serves as the 
sole source for IR. It is therefore conceivable that graft manipula-
tion would result in improved rates of remission. Despite this 
hypothesis (33), a randomized trial assessing the role of graft 
manipulation in AHSCT for Rheumatoid Arthritis conducted by 
our unit did not show clinical benefit (121). We postulate that this 
relates not only to increased adverse event rates outlined earlier, 
but the importance of infusion of Tregs with the graft product. 
Furthermore, the significance of clonal populations within the 
graft product remains unclear. A single study assessing TCR BV-BJ 
gene usage in 4 MS patients undergoing AHSCT was unable to 
identify shared clonotypes between the apheresis product and 
post-AHSCT peripheral blood, despite the presence of shared 
clones between the pre- and post-AHSCT peripheral blood 
specimens (154). Cyclophosphamide (Cyc) is a potent alkylating 
agent that induces DNA fragmentation, exerting its toxicity on 
mature lymphocytes, while CD34+ HSCs are relatively unaf-
fected. While the leukoapheresis product is commonly evaluated 
pre-infusion with flow cytometry, the apoptotic potential of cells 
is not measured. Theoretically, cells entering the graft, which have 
been exposed to Cyc, would be less likely to engraft and prolifer-
ate, although recent work in the field of allogeneic transplant has 
suggested that a proportion of the engrafting cells are defined by 
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TABLe 3 | Comparison of IR therapies.

Autologous 
hematopoietic stem 
cell transplantation 
(AHSCT)

Alemtuzumab Cladribine

Mechanism of 
action

Lympho/myeloablative 
chemotherapeutic 
conditioning followed 
by autologous stem 
cell rescue

IgG3 mediated 
cell lysis of CD52 
lymphocytes. 
Dosed at 0 and 
12 months

Purine anti-
proliferative 
oral therapy 
mediating selective 
lymphocyte 
apoptosis. Dosed 
at 0, 1, 12, and 
13 months

Clinical 
efficacy (for 
RRMS)

Phase 1/2 trials and 
observational studies 
estimate MRI and 
clinical disease-free 
survival 78–83% at 
2 years

Phase 3 
treatment-
controlled trials 
report MRI and 
clinical disease-
free survival 39% 
at 2 years

Phase 3 placebo-
controlled trials 
report 57.6% 
reduction in relapse 
rate, 74.4% 
relative reduction in 
combined unique 
lesions on MRI

CD4 
repopulation

Memory cell counts 
approach baseline by 
18–24 months

70–80% baseline 
at 12 and 
24 months

Fall by 40–60%. 
Naïve cells fall to 
greater degree than 
memory cells

CD8 
repopulation

Early reconstitution 
3–6 months 
dominated by CD8 
memory cells

Fall by 80–90% 
post-dosing, 
reach 50% 
baseline at 12 
and 24 months

Fall by 20–40% 
from baseline after 
dosing

B cell 
repopulation

Approach baseline 
levels at 6–9 months

CD19+ cells 
return to baseline 
at 3–6 months, 
reach 120–130% 
prior to re-dosing

Fall by 90% after 
dosing, close to 
baseline prior 
to re-dosing at 
12 months

Effect on 
thymic output

Multiple publications 
demonstrating 
increased CD4+CD31+ 
(RTE) and increased 
T cell receptor 
excision circle (TREC) 
post-AHSCT

Single study 
showing 
decrease in 
TREC post-
alemtuzumab 
treatment

Unclear

Secondary 
AID

14/273 (5%) cases 
in largest longitudinal 
observational study

Estimated up to 
50% at 7 years 
post treatment

None reported in 
Phase 3 trials
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a Cyc-resistant phenotype (182). The influence of ATG on these 
populations remains unknown and is under investigation within 
our laboratory.

ALTeRNATe iR THeRAPieS—
COMPARiSONS wiTH AHSCT

Current therapeutic approaches in MS can be dichotomized to 
chronic immunosuppression, or IR therapy where pulsed induc-
tion treatments are used to rebuild the immune system. While 
the goal of IR therapies is to induce long-term disease remission, 
practical experience suggests that retreatment may be required. 
Given the increasing application of alemtuzumab, a humanized 
IgG3 monoclonal antibody which targets the CD52 receptor of 
lymphocytes, monocytes, and dendritic cells (13, 183), and the 
recent EMA and pending FDA approval for cladribine, a 2-chlo-
rodeoxyadenosine triphosphate prodrug inhibiting lymphocyte 
proliferation (12), there is an urgent need for improved under-
standing of the effects these treatments have on the immune 
system in comparison with AHSCT. This has been outlined in 
Table 3 (12, 39, 42, 183–186) and explored further below.

Alemtuzumab
Alemtuzumab has been used historically for treatment of hema-
tological malignancy and in organ and BMT and has recently 
been approved for the treatment of RRMS. Alemtuzumab use in 
MS patients is associated with improvement in disability, and a 
sustained reduction in both relapse rate and MRI disease activity 
for up to 5 years in 70% of patients (13, 183). However, IR fol-
lowing alemtuzumab treatment results in secondary AID in up 
to 50% of patients at 7 years post treatment (185). As such, use 
of alemtuzumab is typically reserved for patients with aggressive 
disease, akin to patients referred for AHSCT. Both treatments 
deplete T and B lymphocytes resulting in profound lymphopenia 
(184) followed by IR.

Following alemtuzumab treatment, T  cell repopulation is 
driven by early homeostatic proliferation of predominately CD8+ 
memory lymphocytes (184) followed by slower reconstitution of 
CD4+ cells with median recovery time to baseline of 61 months 
following a single infusion (187). 47% of patients reached pre-
treatment total lymphocyte counts by 12  months (188) with 
CD8+ populations approximating 50% of baseline and CD4+ cells 
reaching 30% of baseline at this time (187–190). In contrast to 
AHSCT, TN cells do not approach pre-transplant percentages until 
24 months (184, 190). The depleted CD4+ population is relatively 
enriched with CD4+CD25+ Tregs (188, 191), although absolute 
counts are significantly lower than baseline out to 24 months (184). 
Conversely, early B cell hyper-population is seen at 3–6 months 
post treatment correlating with a spike in B cell activating factor 
(BAFF) levels between 1 and 3 months (187, 189). The CD19+ 
population is dominated by an arrested phenotype of immature 
(CD19+CD27−CD38+CD10+) cells (180% of baseline counts at 
3 months) and to a lesser degree mature naïve (CD19+CD27−CD
38+CD10−) cells, while CD27+ memory B cell populations remain 
below 20% of baseline at 12 months (189). Thus, it is proposed 
that hyper-population of naïve B cells regenerating in the absence 
of Tregs may allow the development of autoreactive lymphocyte 

populations (184, 189). Elevated IL-21 levels, increased avail-
ability of antigen-presenting cells, and a lower threshold for cell 
proliferation in response to self-antigen skew the T cell repertoire 
following alemtuzumab therapy (192), further contributing to the 
development of secondary AID. Genetic studies have supported 
the role of IL-7 receptor polymorphisms in effecting CD4+ recon-
stitution after anti-retroviral therapy in HIV and lower rates of 
GVHD following allogeneic HSCT (193). Although IL7 receptor 
expression does not appear to affect autoimmunity (188), it is 
possible that in the lymphopenic environment, the MS associ-
ated IL-7R SNPs (194) may support the proliferation of CD4 
and 8 cells to variable degrees and influence rates of secondary 
AID. Circulating CD34+ cells are present to a substantially lower 
extent in the post-alemtuzumab environment when compared 
to AHSCT, potentially explaining the prolonged lymphopenia 
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following anti-CD52 therapy. Interestingly, TREC levels do not 
appear to be increased in alemtuzumab therapy (192), supporting 
the theory that higher CD34+ load more readily induces thymic 
T cell production. To determine whether these clear differences 
in mechanism of action between AHSCT and alemtuzumab 
correlate with differences in therapeutic efficacy will require a 
head-to-head trial.

Cladribine
Cladribine is a purine analog whose active metabolite,  
2-chlorodeoxyadenosine (2-cDK), is selectively accumulated in 
lymphocytes as a result of intracellular enzyme characteristics. 
2-dCK exerts a lymphoablative effect via disruption of cellular 
metabolism and impairment of DNA synthesis. A 2010 phase III, 
placebo-controlled trial demonstrated a significantly lower annual-
ized relapse rate compared with placebo, a higher relapse-free rate 
(79.7 vs. 60.9%) and a significant reduction in new brain lesions 
on MRI (12). Although initial clinical application was limited by 
concerns regarding infection and malignancy risk, it is anticipated 
that cladribine use will increase in the near future following recent 
studies that have led to a revised risk assess ment (195).

T and B cells undergo a dose dependent depletion following 
cladribine induction (186). B cells drop to roughly 10% of base-
line, reaching ≈80% of baseline prior to re-dosing. Reconstitution 
kinetics of B  cells were notably different to the early hyper-
population seen within alemtuzumab cohorts (186). CD4+ and 
CD8+ T cells undergo a similar pattern of depletion; with more 
marked suppression seen in the CD4+ population, reaching a 
nadir of 70% below baseline at 3  months in patients dosed at  
5.25  mg/kg, and a 45% fall in the 3.5  mg/kg (EMA approved 
dose) cohort. CD8+ populations fell by 30–50% (186). Consistent 
with other IR therapies; TN cells fell to a greater extent than TM 
populations and reconstituted more slowly. CD4+ TN cells fell by 
80% 12 weeks after treatment cycle 1 and never rose above 70% 
of baseline. CD4+CD45RO+ TM cells followed a similar pattern 
although recovered to 60–65%. CD8+ TN cells fell to a lesser 
extent; roughly 25% at 12 weeks and the CD8+ TM population only 
dropped by 10% (186). Although phase IV studies of cladribine 
are eagerly awaited, rates of secondary AID appear significantly 
lower than alemtuzumab (12). In regard to reconstitution profile, 
cladribine induction therapy mirrors the synchronized lympho-
cyte repopulation of AHSCT, reducing the risk of secondary 
autoimmunity. However, long-term clinical follow-up will be 
best placed to advise on the durability of this lympho-depleting 
therapy and future studies of deep immune phenotyping may 
offer further insights into the functional changes occurring in 
comparison with autologous transplantation.

AHSCT: A “FAST FORwARD”  
OF THe iMMUNe SYSTeM

It is clear that a sustained, qualitative change in the immune sys-
tem occurs after AHSCT. As outlined above, the T cell population 
in “health” reflects a balance of space, attrition, and replicative 
senescence. Akin to longitudinal studies of aging which suggest 
that a senescent phenotype of memory lymphocytes accumulate 
through progressive differentiation and chronic antigen exposure, 

a similar process clonal exhaustion may explain the transition 
from relapsing remitting to secondary progressive (SP) MS, 
where the inflammatory response to the aforementioned driver 
of oligodendrocyte apoptosis is abrogated over time.

In that vein, AHSCT may provide a mechanism of “accel-
erating” the immune response to antigen, inducing senescence 
and possibly apoptosis of pathogenic T  cell populations as well 
as boosting mediators of immune tolerance, in the absence of 
relapse-associated disability. We postulate that this centers around 
the induction of significant lymphopenia triggering fundamental 
shifts in the circulating lymphocyte pool. The early ablation of a 
proportion of clonally expanded, antigen-specific lymphocytes 
through the use of cyclophosphamide in the mobilization 
regimen, the conditioning chemotherapy and in or ex vivo T cell 
depletion not only significantly decreases the load of pathogenic 
cells surviving AHSCT, but induces LIP. LIP drives cells through 
progressive phenotype switching, resulting in an early expansion 
of CD8+CD28−CD57+ terminally differentiated, effector lympho-
cytes. While the implication of this effector memory population 
remains debated, with some reviews suggesting an immunosup-
pressive effect on CD8+ cells (135), we favor a role equivalent to that 
defined in studies of antigen experienced lymphocytes (93) where a 
senescent phenotype is dominant. It is proposed that a proportion 
of these cells may be implicated in MS pathogenesis and LIP drives 
them to clonal exhaustion, rendering them no longer pathogenic.

Attrition describes the contraction of clonal lymphocytes that 
occurs as a result of competition for space between memory cells 
(196). Despite controversies regarding the required purity of the 
CD34+ leukoapheresis product, it is accepted that a proportion 
of circulating lymphocytes post-AHSCT have either survived the 
conditioning chemotherapy or post infusion serotherapy. Early 
LIP is likely to be dominated by surviving clones reacting to 
common pathogens such as CMV or EBV (156). Expansion of 
these populations may impact clonal space, and preliminary work 
in our laboratory has suggested that the degree of early CD8+ 
oligoclonality post-AHSCT correlates with CMV status. Through 
immunoablation and subsequent clonal exhaustion, a proportion 
of the expanded T  cell pool are sacrificed, creating “space” to 
ensure the survival of naive lymphocytes post-AHSCT. Moreover, 
evidence exists to support the concept that these cells are thymic 
derived (131, 133, 164), which appears critical in the maintenance 
of a diverse T cell repertoire. Whether signaling between the thy-
mus and peripheral drivers of proliferation influences kinetics of 
lymphocyte expansion remains unclear, although it has been pro-
posed that RTEs may suppress expansion of peripheral memory 
T cells (160). It is clear that lymphopenia induces thymic rebound 
beyond the levels expected for age (140). Whether this thymic 
rebound is triggered by the degree of lymphopenia induced by 
the conditioning regimen, enhanced by the presence of HSCs 
which may demonstrate a superior ability to track to and engraft 
the thymus, or a combination of the two mechanisms, remains 
uncertain. Comparative studies with alemtuzumab suggest the 
importance of HSCs and RTEs in supporting synchronized T and 
B cell maturation (192). Lymphopenia not only promotes devel-
opment of Treg populations but results in a series of epigenetic 
changes that may ensure durability of the tolerant phenotype after 
recovery of lymphocyte counts (129, 181). Following AHSCT, 
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suppression of MS activity by clinical and radiologic measures 
appears to be accompanied by the reappearance of functional 
thymic T cell development, including Treg populations, enabling 
restoration of efficient antigen presentation.

Despite being highly efficacious in suppressing CNS inflam-
mation and inducing disease stability IR therapies continue to be 
limited by morbidity and a small but significant mortality rate. 
There is evidence that IR therapies exert substantial changes in 
the quality of the immune system, indeed these changes are more 
likely to explain the induction of prolonged disease remission 
than the immunosuppression itself. Analysis of shifts in T  cell 
populations over the period of IR allows the opportunity to gain 
significant insights into the pathogenesis of disease and treatment 
complications. Since the nucleotide sequence of the TCR can be 
used as a “fingerprint” of clonal populations, high-throughput 
sequencing analysis of individual T  cell clones following IR 
therapy has the potential to monitor for pathogenic T  cells. 
Development of targeted therapy in MS is however limited by 
our lack of identification of the antigenic target of disease. By 
identifying clonal T cell populations that correspond with disease 
(or an absence thereof) we envisage the potential for TCRs as a 
biomarker of MS, with utility in diagnosis, monitoring of treat-
ment response or complications (AID) or for targeted cellular 
therapies in the future.

FUTURe TRiALS

Despite the increasing development of biologic therapies in MS, 
unmet needs exist for patients with aggressive and treatment-
refractory MS. It is these patients who are at greatest risk of failing 
to respond to currently available disease-modifying therapy and in 
whom application of AHSCT is most appropriately targeted. More 
than 1,000 MS patients have been treated since 1997 and reported to 
the EBMT registry up until June 2017 (197). MS continues to be the 
most frequent indication for AHSCT in the non-malignant setting 
(197), with dominant countries of activity being Italy, Germany, 
Sweden, the United Kingdom, The Netherlands, Spain, France, and 
Australia. In the absence of a phase III, randomized controlled trial, 
autografts for MS should continue to be performed in the clinical 
trial setting and development of such trials is underway (18). In 
the United States, a National Institute of Health “BEAT-MS” trial 
will randomize patients to AHSCT or best available approved 
treatment including natalizumab, alemtuzumab, ocrelizumab, and 
potentially cladribine. The “NET-MS” study will follow a similar 
schema, while in Scandinavia the “RAM-MS” will compare AHSCT 
with alemtuzumab, with a similar “STAR-MS” study planned in the 
UK (18). It is hoped that these trials, along with the use of “real 
world” databases such as EBMT (197) and MSBase (198, 199) may 
better delineate which patients are most appropriately referred for 
AHSCT as opposed to alternate IR therapies, as this continues to 
be an undefined area of clinical practice influenced not only by MS 
severity but additional patient-specific factors.

Further investigation is also required to determine the opti-
mal treatment protocol for AHSCT. Outstanding questions 
exist in regard to conditioning and mobilization regimens, 
which are unlikely to be answered in a head-to-head trial  
(15, 18). Attempts at modulating the “host environment” through 

the use of lymphodepletion or cytokine therapy has been trialed 
in the malignancy setting to improve engraftment and greater 
lymphocyte proliferation (200, 201). It has been postulated 
that establishing an anti-inflammatory environment prior to 
HSC infusion may benefit IR. Despite modest clinical benefit in 
Phase I–II clinical trials (202, 203), mesenchymal stem cells may 
possess unique immunomodulatory properties, inducing an anti-
inflammatory milieu which may further enhance the benefits of 
AHSCT or other IR therapies (202–204).

CONCLUSiON

In order to improve therapeutic advances in MS, it is necessary 
to understand (i) what factors initiate the dysfunctional state, (ii) 
what are the antigenic target(s) of clonal T and B cell populations, 
and (iii) how a tolerant immune system is restored. Here, we have 
outlined crucial components of our hypothesis addressing these 
questions and summarized the role of AHSCT as an IR therapy. 
While many outstanding questions remain, we are developing 
a clearer understanding of the immunological shifts that are 
induced with AHSCT. It is hypothesized that accelerating the 
demise of pathogenic clones through LIP, replicative senescence 
and clonal attrition, the creation of “space” and the capacity for 
thymic rebound, regenerating a tolerant immune system from 
CD34+ HSCs are the core immunological shifts occurring in 
AHSCT. Future research identifying clonal T  cell populations 
that correspond with disease and/or secondary autoimmunity 
and development of targeted T cell therapy remain the ultimate 
treatment goal. In the interim, exciting promise exists by closely 
examining these mechanisms in patients undergoing AHSCT.
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